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Ultrafast quasiparticle relaxation dynamics in normal metals and heavy-fermion materials
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~Received 11 August 2003; published 30 January 2004!

We present a detailed theoretical study of the ultrafast quasiparticle relaxation dynamics observed in normal
metals and heavy-fermion materials with femtosecond time-resolved optical pump-probe spectroscopy. For
normal metals, a nonthermal electron distribution gives rise to a temperature-~T! independent electron-phonon
relaxation time at low temperatures, in contrast to theT23-divergent behavior predicted by the two-temperature
model. For heavy-fermion compounds, we find that the blocking of electron-phonon scattering for heavy
electrons within the density-of-states peak near the Fermi energy is crucial to explain the rapid increase of the
electron-phonon relaxation time below the Kondo temperature. We propose the hypothesis that the slower
Fermi velocity compared to the sound velocity provides a natural blocking mechanism due to energy and
momentum-conservation laws.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, ultrafast time-resolved optical spectroscopy
been used to reveal the nature of the quasiparticle relaxa
dynamics in condensed-matter systems. Femtosecond t
resolved pump-probe optical measurements have been
ried out in normal metals,1,2 conventional3 and high-Tc

superconductors,4 and charge-density wave solids.5 Time-
resolved terahertz spectroscopy has measured picose
time-scale transient conductivity in colossal magnetore
tance manganites.6 These experiments show directly in th
time domain how constituent degrees of freedom of mat
als interact with each other, which is important to understa
the physics governing the ground state and the low-ene
excited states of materials. Understanding the fast dynam
of quasiparticles is also crucial for technological applicatio
of these materials, for example, in the design of very f
switching devices.

We recently reported femtosecond time-resolved pum
probe optical measurements on LuAgCu4 and YbAgCu4.7

These two materials are isostructural with a negligible diff
ence in lattice constants8 ~about 0.3%! and about 1% differ-
ence in atomic mass between Lu and Yb. However, th
electronic structures are strikingly different due to thef-level
occupancies in Lu and Yb. The closed-shell 4f levels in Lu
have no significant interaction with Cu 3d and Ag 4d con-
duction electrons, and LuAgCu4 is a normal metal.9 In con-
trast, the open-shell 4f levels in Yb, that is, the localized
hole in the 4f 13 configuration, have a strong interaction wi
conduction electrons, and make YbAgCu4 a heavy-fermion
material, which is characterized by a large peak in the e
tron density of states~DOS! at the Fermi energy (EF) and,
equivalently, a large Sommerfeld coefficientg.10,11 Our
time-resolved optical experiments show very different rel
ation dynamics in these two materials. LuAgCu4 shows a
relaxation time (t) versus temperature~T! behavior similar
to other normal metals, such as Ag and Au.1,2 In particular,
there is very littleT dependence int at low temperatures
However, YbAgCu4 shows approximately a 100-fold in
crease int, asT is decreased from the Kondo temperatu
0163-1829/2004/69~4!/045114~9!/$22.50 69 0451
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(TK) down to 10 K. The Kondo temperature is about 100
in YbAgCu4 and typically characterizes the width of th
large DOS nearEF .

In Ref. 7, we presented experimental data showing diff
ent relaxation dynamics in LuAgCu4 and YbAgCu4 along
with the main theoretical ideas and final results of the cal
lations based on coupled electron and phonon Boltzm
transport equations. In this paper, we report on the detail
the theoretical model and analysis, and clarify the underly
physics. The theories that existed before our study are s
marized in Sec. II A. Sections II B and III discuss our calc
lations of the relaxation dynamics in normal metals a
heavy-fermion materials, respectively. Section IV summ
rizes our results.

II. NORMAL METALS

A. Two-temperature model, its inconsistency with experiments,
and the nonthermal electron model

In ultrafast optical pump-probe spectroscopy, an ultraf
laser pulse initially excites the electron system, and the pr
pulse monitors the relaxation of the electron system by m
suring transient optical properties with subpicosecond ti
resolution. Because the diffusion of heat out of the illum
nated~probed! region is much slower~tens to hundreds o
nanoseconds! than the time scales of interest, the relaxati
of the excited electrons is due to the thermalization amo
electrons and other degrees of freedom, such as phon
within the illuminated areas.

The most commonly used model for the relaxation d
namics of photoexcited electrons in metals is called the tw
temperature model~TTM!,12 which assumes much faster re
laxation within each constituent system~e.g., electron
system, phonon system! compared to the relaxationbetween
these constituent systems. In this approximation, the t
perature of each system can be defined during relaxation,
the relaxation timet between systems 1 and 2 is determin
by their specific heatsC1 andC2 and the energy-transfer rat
per temperature difference,g(T):13
©2004 The American Physical Society14-1
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5g~T!S 1

C1
1

1

C2
D . ~1!

Kaganov, Lifshitz, and Tanatarov12 calculated the energy
transfer rateg(T) between electrons~e! and phonons~p! in
normal metals by solving coupled Boltzmann transport eq
tions for electrons and phonons with thermal equilibrium d
tributions at different temperatures. Their results predict
;T at T.TDebye/5 and t;T23 at T,TDebye/5, where
TDebye is the Debye temperature.

Groeneveldet al.1,2 have measured the relaxation timet
in Au and Ag as a function of temperature (T510–300 K)
and laser-energy density (Ulaser50.3–1.3 J cm23) using the
femtosecond pump-probe technique. Their experimental
were inconsistent with the TTM predictions fort versusT
andt versusUlaser , which led Groeneveldet al. to consider
the nonthermal electron model. Using a simple estimate, t
pointed out that the relaxation time within the electron s
tem is comparable to the electron-phonon relaxation tim
Instead of assuming a thermal equilibrium distribution
the electrons, they numerically solved the Boltzmann eq
tion for electronswith electron-electron and electron-phono
scattering, starting from an initial nonthermal electron dis
bution created by a laser pulse.~Based on the fact that th
phonon specific heat is much larger than the electron spe
heat, phonons were assumed to have a thermal distribu
with a time independentT.! This simulation could explain
experimental data down to about 50 K. Although the work
Groeneveldet al.proposed the essential idea of anonthermal
electron system, their analysis focused on temperatur
above 50 K, and excluded the low-T region where the mos
striking difference between the TTM (t;T23) and the ex-
perimental data~almostT independentt) occurs. Therefore
we undertake a more detailed analysis, particularly focu
on the low-T region, to understand the difference in rela
ation dynamics between thermal and nonthermal electron
normal metals as well as in heavy-fermion metals.

B. Relaxation dynamics between nonthermal electrons and
phonons

We consider the coupled Boltzmann equations for b
electrons and phonons, with electron-electron and electron
phonon scattering included.14 The Boltzmann equations with
momentum indices are transformed into the following eq
tions with energy indices for a model with isotropic Deb
phonons and electrons with an isotropic parabolic dispers
relation. In terms of electron and phonon distributions
time t, f e(t) andbv(t), and the electron and phonon DO
De(e) andDp(v), wheree andv represent the electron an
phonon energies, the coupled Boltzmann equations are15–17

d fe

dt
5Fd fe

dt G
ep

1Fd fe

dt G
ee

, ~2!

dbv

dt
5Fdbv

dt G
ep

, ~3!

with the collision integrals
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Fd fe

dt G
ep

5E dv Kep$@ f e1v~12 f e!~bv11!

2 f e~12 f e1v!bv#Dp~v!De~e1v!

1@ f e2v~12 f e!bv2 f e~12 f e2v!~bv11!#

3Dp~v!De~e2v!%, ~4!

Fdbv

dt G
ep

5E deKep@2bv f e~12 f e1v!

1~bv11! f e1v~12 f e!#De~e!De~e1v!, ~5!

Fd fe

dt G
ee

5E de8de9 1
2 Kee@2 f e f e8~12 f e9!~12 f e1e82e9!

1~12 f e!~12 f e8! f e9 f e1e82e9#

3De~e8!De~e9!De~e1e82e9!. ~6!

The linear dependence of the electron-phonon scattering
on the acoustic-phonon energyv @see, e.g., Eq.~26.42! in
Ref. 15# has been canceled out by a 1/v factor which origi-
nates from changing momentum indices to energy-indices
that Kep is an energy-independent constant.Kep and Kee
include the squares of the scattering matrix elements and
other numerical factors, and have the units of energy/tim

In the remainder of this section, we consider only lig
electron systems~normal metals!. The above Boltzmann
equations, with electron and phonon DOS explicitly i
cluded, show why the electron-electron relaxation time
comparable to the electron-phonon relaxation time at l
temperatures. The relaxation rate depends on the squa
the scattering matrix elements~i.e., Kep and Kee) and the
number of available final states~i.e., De and Dp). If we
compare Eqs.~4! and~6!, even thoughKee is typically much
larger thanKep , the large disparity between the magnitu
of the phonon (Dp) and electron (De) DOS expedites the
relaxation of electrons with phonons, and hinders electr
from reaching thermal equilibrium. The electron-electr
and electron-phonon relaxation timestee and tep vary with
T. In Ref. 2, Groeneveldet al. found tee;T22 @Eq. ~16! of
Ref. 2# from Fermi-liquid theory. Figure 1 schematicall
compares the temperature dependence oftee ~thick line! and
tep ~thin line!, the latter of which is from the TTM results.2,12

The plot shows that it is likely that at high temperatures
electron system thermalizes within itself faster than the th
malization time with the lattice, whereas at low temperatu
electron-electron thermalization becomes slower than
electron-phonon relaxation. More detailed discussion
T-dependent thermal versus nonthermal electron distr
tions will be given later in this section.

We now discuss the methods and parameter values
used to analyze the above Boltzmann equations. The cou
Boltzmann equations are solved in two different ways. In
first method, an initial condition att50 is set as a nonther
mal electron distribution excited by the laser pulse,f e(t
50)5 f FD(e,Ti)1D f e , and a thermal phonon distribution
bv(t50)5bBE(v,Ti), where Ti , f FD(e,Ti), and
4-2
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bBE(v,Ti) represent the initial temperature, Fermi-Dira
and Bose-Einstein distribution functions before the photo
citation. We find f e(t) and bv(t) at subsequent times b
solving the differential equations until bothf e(t) andbv(t)
approach the final thermal distributions at equalT’s. A small
D f e has been chosen so that the finalT (Tf) is less than 3 K
higher thanTi ~even at the lowestT), which simulates the
low laser intensity used in the experiments.7 In the simula-
tion the total electron energyEe(t) is calculated at each tim
step, and the instantaneous relaxation timet(t) is evaluated
usingEe(t) at three consecutive time steps.18

In the second method, we perform a linear stability ana
sis around the final statesf FD(e,Tf) andbBE(v,Tf) by ex-
panding the coupled Boltzmann equations, Eqs.~2! and ~3!,
linearly in d f e(t) and dbv(t), where f e(t)5 f FD(e,Tf)
1d f e(t) andbv(t)5bBE(v,Tf)1dbv(t). The zeroth-order
terms of the expansion vanish on both sides of the equati
because they correspond to the final equilibrium state. W
d f e(t)5ve

ee2t/t, dbv(t)5vv
p e2t/t, and discretizedN elec-

tron andM phonon energy levels, the linear differential equ
tions can be cast into an eigenvalue problem of an (N1M )
3(N1M ) matrix, the solution of which gives21/t ~eigen-
values! and the normal modes of the relaxation. Two of t
normal modes have an unphysical infinite relaxation timet,
which originates from total energy and total electron num
conservation. The rest of the modes represent all poss
relaxation modes of the system. In general, the relaxatio
the system can be represented as a linear combinatio
these modes. By examining the eigenvector of each m
we find whether the mode predominantly contributes toe-e,
p-p, or e-p relaxation. Since the energy-transfer rate fro
the electron system to the phonon system at timet of a spe-
cific mode with relaxation timet is given by dEe,t(t)/dt
5@*(e2EF)(21/t)ve

eDe(e)de#e2t/t, a useful quantity to
identify the e-p relaxation modes is the followinge-p
energy-transfer strengthr E( i ):

r E~ i !5
1

t~ i ! (
n51

N

~en2EF!vn
e~ i !De~en!De, ~7!

FIG. 1. Schematic plot for the temperature dependence
electron-electron and electron-phonon relaxation timestee ~thick
line! andtep ~thin line!. tee is from Eq.~16! in Ref. 2.tep is from
the TTM calculation, which assumes athermal electron distribu-
tion. The ratio betweentee andtep at highT ~e.g.,TDebyeor 300 K!
depends on theKee/Kep ratio. ForKee/Kep5700 used in our cal-
culation,tee,tep at T5TDebye, as shown in the plot.
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where De is the energy step size, an
(v1

e ,v2
e , . . . ,vN

e ,v1
p , . . . ,vM

p ) i is the normalized eigenvecto
for mode i with proper overall sign.r E( i ) characterizes the
effectiveness of modei for electron-phonon energy relax
ation. The modes which have larger E dominate ine-p re-
laxation, and their eigenvectors describe how the relaxa
between the electron and phonon systems occurs. The m
with small r E( i ) are eitherp-p or e-e relaxation modes, and
describe how the relaxation within each system happens

The electron and phonon energy levels are discreti
with a step size of 2 meV, which we find small enough th
any smaller step size would not change our results even a
K ~the lowestT of the calculations and experiments!. The
energy window for the electrons has been chosen to be
tween 20.15 eV and 0.15 eV withEF50, which is wide
enough in comparison to the highestT of the calculations
(;300 K). Since the typical bandwidth of normal metals
of the order of eV, the electron DOS for normal metals
assumed to be constant within this energy window. Fitt
the experimental electronic specific-heat (Ce) data, we ob-
tain De52.1 eV21 f.u.21 spin21 for LuAgCu4,9 which has
been used for all of the results presented in this sect
Phonons are modeled by the Debye phonon model. S
only longitudinal phonon modes couple with electrons in t
isotropic electron and phonon model,17 we use the longitudi-
nal phonon DOS with a Debye energyvD524 meV ~Ref.
10! and six atoms per formula unit,Dp(v)518v2/vD

3 per
formula unit, in the Boltzmann equations. For most of t
calculations, we useKee/Kep5700 ~see Figs. 3, 5, and re
lated discussion for this choice ofKee/Kep ratio!, andKep
has been chosen asKep50.93 eV/ps for normal metals by
fitting experimental data with the results of the calculati
~see Fig. 3!.

We now discuss the results obtained from the fi
method. Figure 2 shows a typical result of normalized exc
electron energy,DEe /DEe,max versus time (t), and t ~in-
stantaneous relaxation time! versust at high~solid lines! and
low ~dotted lines! temperatures, whereDEe(t)5Ee(t)

of

FIG. 2. A typical result of~a! normalized excess electron energ
versus time and~b! the instantaneous relaxation time versus time
high T ~solid lines,T518 meV5208 K) and lowT ~dotted lines,
T54 meV546 K).
4-3
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2Ee(t5`) and DEe,max5DEe(t50). Two different stages
of relaxation can be identified for high-T results. During the
intermediate time between 0.3 ps and 2 ps~as mentioned
earlier, the time scale in picoseconds is obtained by us
Kee/Kep5700 andKep50.93 eV/ps), the energy transfe
from electrons to phonons is fast. After more than 99% of
excess electron energy is transferred to phonons, a slow
laxation~about 100 times slower than the intermediate sta!
appears. The changes of distribution functions at differ
time stages show that the fast relaxation during the inter
diate time corresponds to electron-phonon relaxati
whereas the later slow relaxation corresponds to phon
phonon thermalization processes.19 The relaxation behavio
is independent of the initial conditions, i.e., the form ofD f e ,
except at very early stages of the relaxation, namely,t
,0.3 ps in Fig. 2. Since the changes in electron distribut
during the late stage are expected to be unobservable d
experimental noise, we identify the intermediate staget @ t
50.3;2 ps for the solid line in Fig. 2~b!# as the one mea
sured experimentally at highT. As T is lowered in the simu-
lation, the well-defined flat intermediate time region in thet
versust plot is replaced by a gradually changingt with a
minimum as shown in Fig. 2~b!. This indicates multiple re-
laxation times, a sign of a nonthermal electron distributi
As done in the experiments, we find the best-fitting sin
relaxation time through a linear fit of lnudEe/dtu versus t,
which is close to the minimumt of the dotted line in Fig.
2~b!.

Thet ’s obtained at variousT’s are plotted in Fig. 3~solid
circles! along with the experimental data~open circles! for
LuAgCu4 and the TTM prediction~dashed line, see Ref. 7!.
The time unit has been scaled to fit the experimental dat
high T, which givesKep50.93 eV/ps as mentioned prev
ously. The fit does not uniquely determineKee, as long as
Kee is smaller than or similar to 700Kep . The results show
reasonable agreement with experimental data, including
region below 50 K, where the TTM predicts strikingly di
ferent t;T23 behavior ~Refs. 2 and 12!. By comparing
d f /dt and 2d fFD /dT, we examine whether the electro
system approaches the final equilibrium state while maint
ing a thermal distribution or not, as shown in Fig. 4 at hi
and lowT’s. At high T @Fig. 4~a!#, the two curves coincide
with each other@indistinguishable in Fig. 4~a!#, implying that
the electron system has a thermal distribution. However
low T @Fig. 4~b!#, d f /dt ~solid line with solid circles! has a
width of the order of the Debye temperature (TDebye) instead

FIG. 3. Relaxation timet calculated from the coupled Boltz
mann equations for LuAgCu4, along with experimental data and th
TTM prediction ~Ref. 7!.
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of T, which is the width of2d fFD /dT ~dotted line!.20 The
results clearly show that at low temperatures the elect
system does not have a thermal distribution, which agr
with the previous discussion in relation to Fig. 1.

The effect of a nonthermal electron distribution on t
relaxation dynamics becomes even more evident, if we
creaseKee to 7000Kep so that the electron-electron relax
ation is faster than the electron-phonon relaxation even in
low-T region. The result~solid circles! is shown in Fig. 5
along with TTM prediction~line!. In this case, the electron
system has a thermal distribution in the wholeT range, and
the TTM predictiont;T23 is recovered at lowT. It is re-
markable that our simulation with a largeKee recovers the
TTM prediction in spite of the fact that our Boltzmann equ
tions do not include direct phonon-phonon scattering a
therefore, the phonon distribution is nonthermal except at
5`. We speculate that the very weak dependence ofe-p
thermalization dynamics on the phonon distribution~in con-

FIG. 4. Normalized d f /dt compared with normalized
2d fFD /dT at ~a! high T and ~b! low T. For highT, the two lines
coincide.

FIG. 5. Solid circles: calculated relaxation timet from our
model for LuAgCu4 for a very largeKee>70003Kep . Line: TTM
prediction from Fig. 3. With fast electron-electron relaxation o
simulations based on coupled Boltzmann equations recover
TTM predictiont;T23 at low T.
4-4
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trast to the very strong dependence on electron distribut!
originates from the characteristics of Bose~versus Fermi!
statistics.21

We provide a qualitative reason why the thermal elect
distribution gives rise to a slowt;T23 relaxation behavior
and the nonthermal electron distribution gives faster and
T-dependent relaxation behavior at lowT. As depicted in Fig.
6~a!, if the electrons have a thermal distribution atT ~solid
line!, which is slightly higher than the finalT ~dotted line!,
the electron-phonon scattering important for the relaxat
happens within the energy range of the order ofT from EF .
Therefore, the relaxation rate depends on how many pho
modes exist atv,T. In the Debye phonon model, sinc
Dp(v);v2, the relaxation ratet21 is proportional toT3. In
contrast, if the electron distribution is nonthermal@solid line
in Fig. 6~b!#, then electron-phonon relaxation occurs over
energy range of the order of Debye energy@see also Fig.
4~b!#. This makes the electron-phonon relaxation faster
lessT dependent, as indeed observed~Fig. 3!.

In the second method, we linearize the coupled Bo
mann equations and calculate eigenvalues and eigenve
of the matrix. This second method supports and clarifies
results obtained earlier by the first method. With the sa
discretized energy levels as in the first method, a total of
energy levels~151 electron and 12 phonon energy leve!
exist in our model, which means a matrix of size 1633163
has to be numerically diagonalized. Two of the 163 eig
modes are unphysical as discussed earlier. The remai
161 physical modes have negative eigenvalues,21/t, as ex-
pected for a stable fixed point, and represent all poss
relaxation modes of the system. Thet ’s at high and lowT’s
are plotted in Figs. 7~a! and 7~c!, respectively. The indices o
modes i are assigned in descending order oft. The e-p
energy-transfer strengthr E calculated by Eq.~7! for high and
low T’s is plotted in Figs. 7~b! and 7~d!, showing the effi-
ciency of each mode for electron-phonon energy relaxat
At both T’s, there exist 11 modes~one less than the numbe
of phonon energy levels! which have a much largert than

FIG. 6. Schematic pictures explaining different relaxation d
namics for~a! thermal and~b! nonthermal electron distributions a
low temperatures. Dotted lines represent the final thermal elec
distribution.
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the rest of the modes. For example, at highT these modes are
two orders of magnitude slower than the rest of the mod
These slow modes, whose eigenvectors have mostly pho
components and very little electron components, corresp
to the late time phonon-phonon relaxation~see Fig. 2!. For
the high-T results in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!, a single mode with
i 512 has a larger E and is very effective in transferring
energy from the electron system to the phonon system
comparison to the other modes. This mode has a valuet
identical to the intermediate timet in Fig. 2 found by the
first method, and is well separated from othert values as
seen in Fig. 7~a!.22 The electron part of its eigenvecto
matches2d fFD /dT, confirming the results obtained by th
first method at highT @Fig. 4~a!#, that is, the presence of
thermal electron distribution. Modes withi 514, 41, and 158
have smallerr E values than thei 512 mode. Their eigenvec
tors show that they participate ine-p relaxation, but the elec-
tronic parts of the eigenvectors do not match2d fFD /dT.
Their nonthermal behavior seems suppressed in the ex
ments and in the simulation due to the thermali
512 mode, which has more than five times larger ener
transfer strengthr E . The remainder of modes betweeni
513 and 161 with very smallr E values are mainlye-e ther-
malization modes. These features change asT is lowered, as
shown in Figs. 7~c! and 7~d!. Many modes~modes with
roughly r E.0.1 meV/ps) transfer energy from the electro
to the phonons. However, none of their corresponding e
tronic eigenvectors can be described by2d fFD /dT, indicat-
ing the absence of a well-defined electron temperature du
relaxation. This again supports the results of the first meth
presented in Fig. 4~b!. The rest of the modes betweeni
513 and 161 withr E very close to zero again correspond
e-e relaxation modes. Importantly, these have largert values
compared to the high-T case, showing the slowing down o
e-e relaxation at lowT, consistent with Fig. 1.

Both methods show the importance of a nonthermal e
tron distribution for the electron-phonon relaxation dynam
at low T for normal metals. In the following section, w

-

n

FIG. 7. @~a!, ~c!# Relaxation timet and @~b!, ~d!# e-p energy-
transfer strengthr E at @~a!, ~b!# high T and @~c!, ~d!# low T calcu-
lated by the second method, which linearizes the coupled Bo
mann equations. The indexi is assigned in descending order oft.
4-5
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discuss how the relaxation dynamics of heavy-fermion co
pounds are dramatically different from that of normal meta

III. HEAVY-FERMION MATERIALS

As mentioned in Sec. I, heavy-fermion materials are ch
acterized by a large DOS peak with a width of orderTK near
EF . YbAgCu4 hasTK;100 K and is a paramagnetic met
down to the lowestT studied.10 The interaction between lo
calized f electrons and delocalized conduction electrons
heavy fermion materials is a focus of intensive research
strongly correlated electron systems and has not yet b
fully understood. In this paper, we consider the simpl
model that captures the basic physics of heavy-fermions,
is, a peak in the DOS nearEF . Even though some theories23

predict a disappearance of the peak DOS aboveTK , we find
that the calculated specific heat@Fig. 8~b!# and relaxation
time ~Fig. 11! have only a weak dependence on the prese
or absence of the peak DOS aboveTK . ~Therefore, neither
the relaxation-time data nor the specific-heat data can dis
guish whether the peak DOS is present or not aboveTK .) In
the hybridization gap model,24 local f levels hybridize with
the conduction band and open a gap with DOS peaks ab
and below the gap. IfEF is located within the peak, not in
the gap, the results we will show below have little depe
dence on whether we use a hybridization gap model o
single-peak DOS model. Therefore, in our simple model,
assume aT-independent single-peak electron DOS as sho
in Fig. 8~a!. We further simplify the problem by choosing th
EF at the center of the peak, so that the chemical potentia
T independent. The peak DOS is described by a Gaus
function with a constant background DOS:

De~e!5Dpeakexp@2~e/D!2#1D0 . ~8!

The discretized energy step size and energy window
identical to the normal-metal case in Sec. II. We determ
the DOS parameters by fitting the electronic specific-h
data, Ce , as shown in Fig. 8~b!, and obtain Dpeak
570 eV21 f.u.21 spin21, D052.1 eV21 f.u.21 spin21, and
D513 meV. Dpeak is directly related to the linear slope o
Ce nearT50. D is of the order ofTK and determines the
temperature of the peak inCe . D0 is identical to the electron
DOS atEF for LuAgCu4, and is related toCe aboveTK .

FIG. 8. ~a! Model DOS and~b! calculated electron specific hea
~solid circles! along with experimental data ofCe ~line! for
YbAgCu4.
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Since LuAgCu4 and YbAgCu4 are isostructural with almos
identical atomic masses, we use identical phonon DOS
LuAgCu4 and YbAgCu4.

To gain insight into the nature of the scattering betwe
heavy electrons and phonons, we consider a case in w
only heavy electrons with an isotropic parabolic dispers
exist. As in the normal-metal case, we transform the coup
Boltzmann equations with momentum indices into the eq
tions with energy indices. The result is similar to the norm
metal case, Eqs.~4!–~6!, except for one important difference
If the Fermi velocityvF is slower than the sound velocityvs ,
wherevF5(]e/]k)e5EF

andvs5(]v/]k)k→0, then the pho-
non integration in the electron-phonon scattering has a lo
bound, which represents the blocking of electron-phon
scattering for low-energy phonons and has a great influe
on electron-phonon relaxation at lowT. Therefore, if vF
.vs , Eqs.~4!–~6! with a peak DOS forDe can be used to
approximately model the relaxation dynamics for both lig
and heavy electrons, whereas ifvF,vs , appropriate block-
ing of scattering processes should be imposed upon th
equations.

We first consider the casevF.vs , for which the impor-
tant physics is simply the increased DOS nearEF given by
Eq. ~8!. We use the same value ofKep and Kee as the
LuAgCu4 case in Sec. II. The calculatedt ~solid squares!
and the experimental data~open circles! shown in Fig. 9
disagree in two respects. First, the calculatedt at aroundT
5300 K is about 60 times less than the observedt. ~Note
that, experimentally, both YbAgCu4 and LuAgCu4 have
similar t at ;300 K.! This difference is due to the increase
electron DOS in the calculation, which enhances thee-p
relaxation. An'60 times smallerKep would shift the calcu-
lated t in the wholeT range by 60 times, but it is unlikely
that Kep in YbAgCu4 would be smaller thanKep in
LuAgCu4 in such a drastic way. Second, and more imp
tantly, the divergence of calculatedt ’s at low T is much
weaker than the experimental data. This slow divergenc
calculatedt can be understood in the following way. Th
large electron DOS increases both the electron-electron

FIG. 9. Relaxation time calculated with the peak DOS only@Eq.
~8! and Fig. 8~a!#, along with experimental data for YbAgCu4.
4-6
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the electron-phonon scattering rates due to the increa
number of available final states@see Eqs.~4!–~6!#. However,
electron-phonon scattering in Eq.~4! has only one factor of
De , whereas electron-electron scattering in Eq.~6! has three
factors ofDe . Therefore, the electron-electron scattering r
increases much faster than the electron-phonon scatte
rate, which makes the electron system thermal and the T
description valid.25 According to the calculation of Kagano
et al.,12 g(T) in Eq. ~1! goes asg(T);T4 at low T and
g(T);const at highT. For normal metals, sinceCe!Cp
even down to 10 K, the TTM relation, Eq.~1!, gives t
;T23. In the case of heavy-fermion compounds,Ce is com-
parable to or larger thanCp at low T, and thereforeCp
;T3 for the Debye phonons producest21;T as the leading
T dependence. Indeed, the low-T divergence of the calcu
latedt in Fig. 9 can be well described asT21. Therefore, the
discrepancy with experimental data cannot be fixed by s
ply changing parameters, and it indicates that there is a
tional physics involved other than the large DOS at the Fe
level to explain a 100-fold increase oft below TK .

If we take the approximation that the difference betwe
EF and the bottom of the heavy electron band is aboutTK ,

FIG. 10. Schematic pictures explaining different electro
phonon scattering processes for~a! vF.vs and~b! vF,vs cases. If
vF,vs , then the electron dispersion changes more slowly than
phonon dispersion. Therefore, the distance between the twok-space
spheres with energiese ande2v is larger than the phonon momen
tum q, and no momentum- and energy-conserving scattering
cess is possible, as shown in~b! in this figure.
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then from the isotropic parabolic heavy electron dispers
model and the carrier density ofn50.85 per formula unit
measured by the Hall effect for YbAgCu4,10 we can estimate
vF'4 km/sec. Ultrasonic measurements show that the l
gitudinal sound velocity along the@111# direction is about
4.4 km/sec.26 This comparison shows that in fact the tw
velocities are comparable to each other, supporting the p
sibility of vF,vs . We should note that experiments such
de Haas–van Alphen are required for a more reliable e
mate ofvF . Therefore, we hypothesize that the Fermi velo
ity is lower than the sound velocity, and discuss how t
affects the electron-phonon relaxation dynamics.

As depicted in Fig. 10, if the Fermi velocity is slower tha
the sound velocity@Fig. 10~b!#, then momentum- and energy
conservation requirements prohibit scattering betwe
heavy-electrons and phonons. In the actual heavy-ferm
DOS, heavy electron dispersion exists only within the pe
DOS aroundEF , and electrons outside the peak have a re
lar light mass. Therefore, the above blocking mechanism
plies only when both the initial and final electron states
within the peak of the DOS. If one or both of the states a
outside the peak, regular electron-phonon scattering is
pected. These effects can be simply incorporated into
simulation by blocking electron-phonon scattering within t
peak DOS. The results of the simulation are shown in Fig.
as solid circles, for which the blocked energy range is fro
224 meV to 24 meV,Kep50.23 eV/ps, andKee5700Kep .
This Kep value is smaller than the value for LuAgCu4 case,
by about half in terms of the scattering matrix element.
shows reasonable agreement with experimental data~open
circles!.

Since the electron system has a thermal distribution,
TTM approach, with a similar blocking of electron-phono
scattering within the peak, can be used to describe the re
ation between the electrons and phonons, which was
cussed in Ref. 7. In this TTM approach, we also included
possibility that some electron-phonon scattering within
peak is allowed due to the anisotropy ofvF( k̂) and vs( k̂),

-

e

o-

FIG. 11. Solid circles: relaxation time calculated with peak
DOS and blocking ofe-p scattering within the peak DOS due t
vF,vs . Open circles: experimental data for YbAgCu4. Solid line:
results obtained in Ref. 7 using TTM with partial blocking of th
e-p scattering within the peak.
4-7
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K. H. AHN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 045114 ~2004!
that is,vF.vs along some directions andvF,vs along other
directions. The results were shown as a solid line in Fig. 3
Ref. 7 and reproduced in Fig. 11~solid line!, which shows
good agreement with experimental data.27

The physical idea behind the increase oft below TK is
simple: AsT decreases belowTK , or equivalently the width
of the DOS peak, since the electron system has a the
distribution, the main electron-phonon relaxation proces
should occur within the peak@see Fig. 6~a!#, where the
momentum- and energy-conservation laws block
electron-phonon scattering. Therefore, the electron-pho
relaxation time increases very rapidly asT is lowered below
TK .28 The results show that complete or substantial block
of electron-phonon scattering processes within the DOS p
is essential to explain the rapid increase of the electr
phonon relaxation time belowTK in YbAgCu4.

IV. SUMMARY

We provide a theoretical analysis of the ultrafast rela
ation dynamics observed by femtosecond time-resolved
tical spectroscopy in isostructural LuAgCu4 and YbAgCu4;

*Present address: ‘‘J. Stefan’’ Institute, Jamova 39, SI-1000, Lju
jana, Slovenia.
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